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A

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

Before starting the course in Articulated Multimedia Physics, you are
to listen to the first segment of the audio tape for Lesson 1, This
segment appears at the very beginning of the cartridge and will serve
as an introduction to the course, It carries certain information nec-
essary to the procedures that will be thiled, so be sure to listen to
lt carefully before proceeding.

It will be necessary, of course, for you. to receive the instructions
you need to load the tape cartridge into the playback equipment --
.o before you make any attempt to begin, be sure to request these
ristructions, We might note here that e.,ich tape segment terminates
with a musical tone so that you know it As finished. In most oases
you will be directed to A Worksheet for ~.hat segment in the back of
Lnis Study Guide (the section printed, on BLUE PAPER), Then, when
tnat section of the worksheet is finished, you are expected to re-
turn to the Study Guide to continue with the program. However, for
the introductory tape segment you are to go to page 1 of this Study
Guide when you have finished listening to it,

At this time then, please take the steps necessary to load the
cartridge for Lesson 1 into the playback and listen to the opening
introductory segment, Thank you,
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Now York Institute of Toohnolusy
Articulated Multimedia Physics

LESSON 1

STUDY GUIDE SLIPSHEET

To the Student: Each STUDY GUIDE is accompanied by a slip sheet
like this undor the front cover. It contains instructions for
changes that you are to make in the text material, the homework
problems, 'or in the diagrams unless these changes have already
been entered by the student who may have used the STUDY-GUIDE
before you. In any case, you must ascertain that the changes
have boon made BEFORE you start to work. Your progress through
the Les6en wlU be greatly facilitated by doing this as instructed.

STUDY GUIDE TEXT: No changes.

STUDY GUIDE DIAGRAMS: No changes.

WORKSHEETS: There are no changes to be made on the worksheets,
. but please take-note of the following information; the

first audio tape segment in this Lesson is nod; associated
with a worksheet; it is merely an introduction to the course,
to be listened to but not reacted to. The second segment of
the audio tape is associated with Worksheet 1, thence in order
throughout the Lesson.

HOMEWORK PROB:,EMS: Turn to the homework problem sheet (the pink
sheet at the very end of the STUDY GUIDE. Go to Problem 9.
Enter in parentheses at the end of this problem the following!

volume of a Sphere is given by the formula

V = u r3 )
3

When the changes indicated above have been checked, you may
begin 'the Lesson.



INTRODUCTION

Physics is a science with a long anti glorious history. .t is as old

as ancient Babylon yet as new as this morning's newspaper. As far back

as 1400 B. C. its principles were used in measuring time and predicting

eclipses with amazing accuracy. Tomorrow you may read of some fantastic

triumph in the physics of space travel or nuclear energy.

What is physics? It is, above all, a basic science of the natural

world. But if we were to stop here this would also define biology,

chemistry, geology,.and other sciences as well as physics. We go further

by recognizing that physics deals with things such as time, space, matter,

and energy. In this way dividing lines are drawn between physics and

other pure sciences such as chemistry and biology. In the modern world,

however, these divisions have gradually blurred and all but vanished

entirely.

There is the biophysicist whose knowledge of physics must b&

profound if he is to succeed in his vocation; there is the astrophysicist

who.may be an astronomer by choice but who requires a strong knowledge

of physics to carry on his work; and there is the geophysicist who studies

the earth itself, using physics as his most powerful tool. With each

passing year the old lines of demarcation between the sciences become

harder to define.

Please turn to the next page.
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In prepal:ing to teach. Ca to learn a new subject it is natural to divide

and classify the body of knowledge into logical groups. For this reason,

we shall tentatively divide our course in physics into Mecahnics, Energy

and Heat; Wave Phenomena, Sound, Light, Electricity, and Electromagnetism.

But let us constantly bear in mind he fact that physics is one science,

not a number of isolated and disconnek:ted topics

Running through the'fabric of physics are fundamental principles

which are encountexed again and again in each of' out artificially

divided phases.. ti

We first hear of the pzinc4le cf conservation of energy in studying.

Mechanics, but this basic idea pops up repeatedly in every other phase..

We encounter an "inverse square law," when we-study gravitation; then

we find that the same type of law operates in the fields of light,

electricity, and magnetism as well.. We shall begin our study of physics

with Mechanics, not because it is the most important or even the most

interesting phase of the subject, but because it provides the foundation

upon which all phases of physics rest

Physics is normally presented as an llth or 12th year .high school

science. This means that you have already had elementary courses in

algebra and plane geometry as well as some basic training in the sciences.

For this course, therefore, we shall assume that you have learned basic

arithmetic and simple. mathematics.

Please turn to the next page.
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One more matter needs clarification before you embark on what we

think will be a fascinating and profitable excursion into the realm of

Mechanics; ycu will need a notebook. Any type will do, but we

recommend the standard 81!" x II" spiralbound notebook because it

opens flat and stays that way. You will be required to keep precise notes

througl-out the program. In fact, you will find that a wellkept notebook

will help you to proceed smoothly and confidently from one step to the

next. Your notes will be checked Periodically for accuracy. So, when

the instructions tell you to take certain notes, make sure you copy the

material exactly as it is presented.

You will also need a centimeter scale and a protractor for certain

measurements. Plastic scales are available in most stationary stores

at nominal cost.

The first lesson in entitled Measurement and Unit Systems. It

deals with the uses of measurements, the method of making simple

measurements aL: applied to physics, and the system of units preferred

by physicists today.

Go to it! Best of luck:

Please turn to the next page.
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Without measurements and systems of units most scientific

experimentation would come to an abrupt halt. Certainly all commerce

and world trade would be virtually impossible. If you were a wheat

grower attempting to sell your product in the market for $1.50 "per

package," the first question from your prospective customer would be,

"How big is a package? How much does it weigh?"

Long before our modern measuring tools were invented, man made

rough measurements using only his senses. With experience you can

guess fairly closely the length of a log by "hand spans" You can

sometimes tell which of two objects is heavier by "hefting" them in your

hands. The passage of time may be determined approximately by your

stomach's hunger growls between meals, or by counting heartbeats.

Your eyes are effective instruments for comparing lengths or

distances only when the lengths differ considerably. For example,

compare the lengths of line 1 and line 2 in the diagram below.

1

2
Figure 1

(1)

A If you think that line 2

is longer than line I.

B If you think that line 1

is longer than line 2.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Figure 3

The optical illusion is so strong that you may have permitted the
evidence obtained by visual inspection to influence your judgement in
reading the scale.

Please r "' urn to page 16 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Your decimal point slipped one place to the tight. One-hundredth

of a mile, expressed in feet, is 5,280 divided by 100, or:

5280
'i2.88

To obtain your answer you must have divided 528 by 3, You can see

now why this is incorrect.,

Please return to page 7 select another answer.

6
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

At least you had the right idea.

If the'distance from the North Pole to the Equator along the prime
meridian is roughly 30,000,000 feet and if a meter is one ten-millionth
of this distance, then you must divide 30,000,000 by 10,000,000. To get
your answer, you dii-fded by 1,000,000 making your answer 10 times
larger than it should be.

Please return to page 46 and select another answer.

7
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct, Since a meter contains abott 3 feet, a man who
is 2 meters tall would be k feet tall, Six-footers, although not rare in
our society, are still considered "good-sized,"

The meter may be a good unit for measuring the length of your
living room but it would be inconvenient for measuring the distance
between New York and San Francisco. It is too small a unit for long
distance measurements like this. On the other hand, the meter would
hardly do as a unit for measuring the thickness of a dime or a sheet of
paper. To extend the usefulness of the Metric System (so named because
the basic unit is the meter)9.the French introduced various multiples and
subdivisions of the basic meter.

We are about ready to start you on your notebook. On the first
page, be sure to enter your name and the address to which the notebook
should be returned if lost. On the next right-hand page, at the top line,
write "Lesson /, Measurement and Unit Systems." Then skip 2 lines.
At the left margin, write the number 1. Alongside this number, write
"Table of Metric Lengths and Useful Conversion vectors." Skip one
line; then copy the following information:

1. Table of Metric Lengths and Useful Conversion Factors

1 kilometer (km) 1,000 meters (m)
1 meter (m) = standard of length
1 decimeter (dm) = 0.1 meter
1 centimeter (ca) = 0,01 meter
i millimeter (mm) = 0.001 meter

Conversions

1 meter (m) = 39.37 inches
i inch (in) = 2.54 cm
1 mile (mi) = 1.61 km

Please c^ntinue to the next page.
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This table does not present the complete set of metric lengths but
only those for which we will have use. You should study the list and
memorize the relative sizes of the units, their abbreviations, and their
relationships to the more familiar but less convenient English units.
Notice how easy it is to convert any metric measure to another simply
by moving the decimal point. This, of course, is the principal advantage
of the Metric System. Study each of the following examples:

1,500 m = 1.5 km

8 m = 800 cm

32 cm = 320 mm

0.95 km = 950 m

18,000 mm = 18 m

165 mm = 16.5 cm

There are 1,000 m in one km, (or, better,
1,000 m per km).

There are 100 cm per m (or, if you like,
0.01 m per cm).

There are 10 mm per cm.

There are 1,000 m per km (or 0.001 km
per m).

There are 10 mm per cm and 100 cm per m;
in other words, 1,000 mm per m (or 0.001
m per mm).

There is 0.1 cm per mm.

For a quick check on your understanding of metric conversions
answer the question: How many km are there in 265,000 cm?

(9)

A 2.65 km.

B 265 km.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Now, let's see which of these units gave you trouble. Was it the
light-year? This is a length unit very important to the astronomer. It

is the distance traveled by light through a vacuum in one year. Since
light travels about 186,000 miles in each second, you can figure our the
number of miles it will travel in a year. A light-year is an enormous
distance measured by everyday standards.

Perhaps you are not familiar with the rod, A rod is an old measure
of length equal to about teoll feet.

How about the fathom? You must have heard this unit applied to
measuring depths in the ocean. It, too, is a measure of length and is
equal to 6 feet.

Thus, all of these units--light-year, foot, rod, and fathom--are
indeed units or length or distance.

Please return tr page 27 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

No. There is an error in the last problem.

6.8 m.x 1,000 mm/m = 6,800 mm

This does not correspond with the answer given in the group above.
There, are 1,000 mm per m, so we must multiply 6.8 x 1,000 in order
to obtain the number of millimeters contained in 6.8 m. The number 680
is only 100 times as large as 6.8. Careful with those decimals!

Please return to page 70 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

12

You were too ambitious!

Any factor in the numerator can cancel out only one identical factor
in the denominator. You did this:

8 4 $ $ .

You cancelled one "5" in the denominator by two "5's" in the numerator;
the two 5's multiplied make 25. Only one of the two numerator "5's" can
be taken out by the "5" in the denominator. With units also, be careful
not to cancel more than one in the numerator with one in the denominator.

Please return to page 24 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Thee units would cancel the units in the final term very well; but
they would leave you with "km."

Actually, we want the "km" to cancel out, and we want to be left
with the term "cm." One term mentioned will do it.

Please return to page 17 and select another answer.

13
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

This answer is wrong. It might be the result of some carelessness
along the way, but let's run through the explaaation again using a
numerical example. In the division mm you are asked to divide a whole

mm/m
number (mm) by a fraction (mm/m). As an example, suppose the whole
number is 12 and the fractional divisor is 3/4 Hence, the operation to be
performed is:

12

314

The'rules of arithmetic tell us that 12 divided by 3/4 is the
equivalent of 12 multiplied by 4/3. In general, any division may be changed
to a multiplication by using the reciprocal of the divisor as the multiplier,
Here are some examples:

18
may be written as 18 x 3/2 which equals 27.

81
may be written as 81 x 5/9 which equals 45.,

.9/5

ab

alb
may be written as ab x bla which equals b

2
.

Apply this rule to the problem at hand.

Please return to page 47 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER 7-- A

You are correct. Dividing 6.640 by 1,000 and then by 100 is the
same thing as dividing by 100,000. This calls for a shift of the decimal
point 5 places to the left. Thus:

6,640 cm = 0.0664 km

Later on, when we study.circular motion, we will have an equation
with units distributed like this:

F =
kgmkam x (m/sec) 2

What are the units for the term "F"?.

(18)

kgm x m
A sec

kgm x m
B sect

kgm
sec

kgm
D

sec.



YOUR ANSWER --- D

You are cotrect, The three :tines are exactly equal in length, yet
their relative positions give the appearance of inequality. Placing a
scale, (or ruler as you might call it) alongside each in turn immediately
discloses that, the lengths are the same, In this simple example we see.
the need for a measulting instrument that cannot be fooled by positions
or angles,

Get your scale handy and inspect the lines in Figure 3, first visually
and then by means or the stale, What does your .eye say about the respective
lengths of the holizenta portions of line and line 2?

Now use your scale on these two lines.

What info- rmation does your.. scale give you tegarding the lengths
of these two lines'?

,/ .
, ',

,'

.
e.)

.

Figure 3

(3)

A Line i is longer than line

B The lines are equal in length:
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Completing the problem, we have:

4.7 JoT x 1,000 m/.1iir = 4,700 m

Let's try another example: Convert 0.025 km to cm. Setting up
the expression for the conversion, we write:

0.025 km x ??? x 100 cm/m =

What is the correct expression for the missing term?

(14)

A 1,000 m/cm

B 1,000 km/m

C 1,000 m/km
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

This answer is incorrect in the second decimal place. Here
is the divisiLn:

3.2?

12)39.37
36

3 3

24
97

96

Please return to page 57 and select the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Sorry! You're still having trouble with the ratio idea.

The cart alone has a mass of m and weighs 2 lbs. If we add three
additional masses, each equal to m, -Elle new mass is now the sum of the
mass of the cart and the added bodies. Thus, the new mass is m + 3m =
4m. The ratio of the new total mass (4m), to the old mass (m) is 4:1.
Thus, the weight of the cart must increase in the ratio 4:1, as long as
we accept the process of direct proportion between mass and weight.
Your answer for the new weight was 6 lbs and the original weight was
2 lbs. These weights are not in a 4:1 ratio, are they?

Please return to page 98 and select another answer.

19
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YOUR ANSWER - -- B

You performed one operation correctly but missed on the second
one. To find the number of feet in Itt00 of a mile, you divided 5,280 by
100 thus:

5,280
52 8

This is correct, Since the yard is 3 times as large as the foot, any
given distance will contain only 1/3 as many yards as feet, In your second
operation you multiplied 52,8 by 3 instead of dividing by 3. Now you should .

be able to see why this is incorrect.

Please return to page 76 and select another answer
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You determined the number of seconds in a day by multiplying
60 sec/min x 60 min/hr x 24 hr/day 86,400 sec/day. But the question asks
you to determine the number of seconds in an hour. You should be able_to
answer this immediately by eliminating the last step of the multiplication
above.

Return -o page 68 and.select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

We didn't say that, Not quite. A definition is correct ot incorre:t
depending upon whether it is unversally accepted by people who work
with the quantity being defined. Actually, this definition is partially
correct in that it provides a mental picture of the thing we call mass
The trouble is that the meaning of the word "quantity" is not cleat,

Please return to page 77 and select another enswer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

If 1 kg weighs 2.2 lbs, how can 6.6 kg weigh only 3 lbs?

The easiest, way to handle this is to say that there are 2.2 lbs of
weight per kilogram, or more simply, 2.2 lbs/kg.' Then we write out an
expression which will give us an answer in lbs as the weight of 6.6 kg.

2.2 lbs/kg x 6.6 kr = ??? lbs

Please return to page 79 and select another answer.

23



YOUR ANSWER --- B

Are you sure?

Consider this simple example using fractions:

2
25 x

The 25 at the left is a numerator because the number 1 is assumed to
be present in the denominator of any whole number. Thus, what we're
really dealing with is this:

25 2x25

The rules of arithmetic permit you to Cancel in this wayi

. 2
25 x --- 2

Use the cancellation method to find the correct answer to the
problem below.

8 4 5 5 ,5xTx 4
7-x..7- = f;:

L

(13)

A 8

B 40

24
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YOUR ANSWER.--- A

This can't be right because the kilometer is a smaller unit of
distance than the mile; hence to travel a given distance in miles you
would cover a greater number of kilometers. (Check your notebook
conversion figures.)

If you write it this way, you can't make a mistake:

60 mi/hr x 1.61 km/mi

By cancelling the "mi" on one side by the "mi" on the other side,
the unit of the answer will he "km/hr." This is exactly what we want.
But, to obtain the answer you selected, you would have to divide 60 by
161: This gives the wrong number and also the wrong units.

60 mi/hr
1.61 km/mi - 60 mi/hr x 1/1.61 mi/km =

37.3 mi
2
/km-hr

You must admit that the unit of this answer is incorrect, which shows
that multiplication, not division, is called for.

Please return to page 90 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct. The definition is vague because the meaning of
the word "quantity'! is not clear. Unfortunately, a rigorbus definition of
mass depends upon concepts yet to be developed, so we'll have to be
satisfied for the moment with the idea ci mass as a quantity of natters
But we're lucky in one other respect: weight is a quantity that everyone
knows about, and we can tell a great deal about the mass of a body if we
know its weight. The weight of a given body in a given place is directly
aoportional to its masse

- .

Berore continuing, please turn to page 113

For example, suppose we weigh a tennis ball on a spring scale such.
as fishermen use Say the ball weighs 3 ounces and assume, furthermore,
that the mass of the ball is designated as m Now imagine that some lead
shot is poured into the ball until its weight just doubles, that is, becomes
6 ounces. Its mass would then be 2m, or twice as great as before.

Suppose that we pour in enough
9 ounces (triple its original weight),
3m, or triple the original mass. ,

One characteristic of a direct
increased or decreased by any amount,
or decrease in the same ratio.

shot to give thelpall a weight of
The mass of the ball would then be

proportion is that if one quantity is
the other quantity will increase

Thus, for the tennis ball, what would its mass.be if its weight were
increased to 30 ounces by adding shot?

(27)

A 10 m.

B 30 m.



YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct, Of course, we don't know whether the carpenter's
measurements were accurate, but we do know that the measurement has
been expressed correctly since it contains both a number and unit for
each of the two distances,

As we move from subject to subject in physics, you will find that
almost everything we measure can be described in terms of length, mass,
and time, Although these quantities are not easy to define in simple
.language, fo: the present we shall base our thinking on these preliminary
definitions:

Length is the distance between two points.

Mass is the quantity of matter in a body. (You will se later that
this definition is much too vague, A more rigorous definition of mass
will have to wait until you attain the status of "junior physicistr")

Time is the most difficult quantity to define. For the moment we
will say that time measures the waiting period between events.

Let us start with units of length.. For much of your life you have
been using certain familiar length units. From the lists below, select
the group that contains one or more units which do not measure length.

(5)

A Light-year, foot, rod, fathom.

B Yard, fathom, acre, inch.

C Inch, mile, foot, rod,

27
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

The problem actually calls for a conversion from "mi/hr" to
"km/hr." The fact that you obtained the correct numerical value for this
conversion (96.6 is correct) but the wrong unit is evidence that you did
not give careful attention to the three answer choices. Please be

careful.

Please return to page 90 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Figure 2

3 is not the longest of the three. You made this astake
because the lengths are so similar that your eye was deceived The eye

is simply no. precise enough for you to measure closely on the bals
of visual inspection.

Please return to page 71 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. Cancelling one factor in the numerator by any
one identical factor in the denominator results in this:

,B 5ixTx xT=8 x5= 40

Now let's go back and handle the units in the sample problem-the
same way. The problem was to 'educe 4.7 kilometers to meters.

4.7 km x 1,000 m/km = ???

Since the unit "km" appears in both the numerator and denominator,
there is only one thing left to do with it.

Please turn to page 17.

30
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YOUR ANSWER --- 13

You are correct. Let's consider a typical set of figures. Suppose
that you counted'69 pulse beats during the 60-second interval. To
determine the number of beats in each 10-second interval from this figure
we must divide it by 6, since there are six 10-second intervals in 60
seconds. Thus, 69/6 = 11.5 beats in every 10-second interval. But you
can't count half-beats with any degree of accuracy; therefore, when you
timed your pulse during the 10-second interval, you would have called it
either 11 beats or 12 beats per 10-second interval. Using either of these
to determine the number' of beats per minute, you would obtain:

beats 10-sec int.
11
1-0-sec into

x 6
minute 66 beats per minute

beats
x 6

10-sec into
72 beats per minutet2

beats
int. minute

So, in this case, timing over a shorter interval permits an error
of plus of minus 3 beats in each minute, while timing over the full 60-
second interval can cause, at the most, an error of only 1 beat.

In a later lesson, we shall have more to say about measurement
errors and the methods that are used to take them into account. This
lesson is now complete. Read the summary very carefully. Memorize
your notebook data.. When you have done this, you may take the test on
Lesson 1.

Please go on to pago. 32-
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SUMMARY

To progress from a primitive descriptive study to a highly precise
and technologically useful field, a science must develop systems of
measurement and suitable measuring instruments, A measurement must
be expressed in terms of a number and a unit. The common English
system units such as the foot,-mile, -and yard have been largely replaced
in scientific work by the meter and its subdivisions and multiples; In
the metric system, of which the meter is a fundamental part, the basic
unit of weight is the gram and the basic unit of time is tha mean solar
second. We introduce the English'utits (foot, pound, inch, etc.) only to
give you the "feel" of the relative sites of the metric units. You are
urged to wemorize the simple conversion factors you have copied into
your notebook. With these relationships forming a part of your "vocabulary,"
expressions in the metric system will become more meaningful to you

Units may be handled like numerals in performing conversions
within a given syste, orfrom.one system to the other. They may be
multiplied, divided or cancelled, squared, cubed, and so on. Very often,
knowledge of the correct initial units as well.as the desired final units in
a conversion problem will give you all the information you need to decide
on the proper arithmetic operation.

Please go on to page 33.
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A time interval is measured in terms of the number of seconds,
minutes, or hours between two 'events. In calculating time intervals on a
12 -hour clock, it, is important to remember that two such intervals make
up one 24-hour day.

The beginner in physics tends to confuse mass and wei ht. Mass is
the quantity of matter in a body. The mass of a given object is constant
regardless of its location or its proximity to other objects. Weight is a
measure of the gravitational pull exerted by a planet on a mass. The
planet. Earth is our normal reference for measuring weight. If a group
of objects are all weighed in a specific location, we can say with
confidence that the Weights thus obtained are strictly proportional to the
respective masses. That is, if Body B has twice the mass of Body A,
then Body B weighs twice as much as Body A provided the weighings
are performed in the same place, If we go to a different location, the
weight may be different, but the mass will still be the same. Common
metric units of mass are the kilogram (kg), gram (g), milligram (mg),
and microgram (ug). Normally 1 kg weighs 2.2 lbs.

You are now ready to take a final examination on 'this lesson or go
on directly to the next lesson.

Review your notes thoroughly before going on Then, please turn
to page 14,



You have now completed the study portion of Lesson I and yc,u;
Study Guide Computer Card and A V Computer Card should be properly
punched in accordance with youl performance in this Lesson.

You should now proceed to complete your homework reading and
problem assignment The problem solutions must be clear1 written out
on 8Y1 x 11" ruled, white paper, and then submitted with your name, date,
and identification number. Your instructor will grade your prObiem
work in terms of an objective preselected scale on a Problem Evaluaticn
Computer Card and add this result to your computer profile,

You are eligible for the. Post Test for this Lesson only afte.7 your
homework problem solutions have been submitted. You may then. request the
Post Test Computer Card.

Upon completion of the Post. Tests you may prepare fur the next
Lesson by requesting theapproptiate:

1. Study Guide
2., Program Control Matrix
3. set of computer cards for the Lesson
4 audio tape

If films or other visual aids are needed for this Lesson, you! will
be so informed when you reach the point where they are required,
Requisition these aids as you reach theme.

Good Luck!
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You're going the wrong way!

If 454 g weigh 1 lb, then you would need 10 times that many grams
to weigh 10 lbs. You divided by 10 instead of mutliplying.

Please return to page 54 and select the right answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You should have read the question carefully, There are 60 seconds
in a minute, You can write it this way: "60 sec/min," But there certainly
are more than 60 seconds in an hour

Please return to page 68 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. The ratio of final mass to initial mass is 4m/m
4/1 or 4:1, so the ratio of final to initial weight must also be 4:1. The

initial weight is given as 2 lbs, hence the final weight must be 4 x 2 lbs =
8 lbs.

Weight and mass are not the same. They are really different
quantities. Mass measures the amount of matter in a body while weight
measures the gravitational pull by the planet on phich the body is resting.
If you carried a certain mass m from here to the Moon, the quantity of
matter in it would not change by being transported through space. Thus,

the mass m would still be the same on the Moon as on Earth. But, the
gravitational pull of the Moon is much less than that of the Earth;
therefore, the weight of any object must be less on the Moon than on
the Earth.

That seems clear enough. So, which of the following statements
contains the essence of the explanation above?

(29)

A Transporting an object from one planet to another would change both
the weight and mass of the object.

B For a given body, mass is constant but weight may be variable.

C For a specific object, weight is constant but mass may vary from
place to place.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. When the quantities are set up properly it is
hard to make a mistake, isn't it?

60 mi/hr x 1.61 km/mi = 96.6 km/hr

Practice in unit manipulation is so essential that we want you to
do every one of the problems below. Don't hesitate to spend all the time
you need.

Group 1

8 m = 314.96 in
25.4 cm = 10 _in

20 m = 65.6 ft

Group 2 Group 3

36 in = 91.44 cm
49.2 ft = 15 m
10.0 m = 32.8 ft

Now select the correct answer below:

80.5 km = 50 mi
10 yds = 9.15 m
16 km = 16,000 m

(22)

A Groups 1 and 2 are entirely correct but Group 3 is incorrect.

B Groups 1 and 3 are entirely correct but Group 2 is incorrect.

C Groups 2 and 3 are entirely correct but Group 1 is incorrect.

D All groups are entirely correct.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. Any problem in division may be converted to a
problem inmultiplication by using the reciprocal of the divisor as a
multiplier, thus:

MM

mm/m
- ruse x m/pn = m

Before continuing, please turn to page 111.

The next example uses the same rule. Apply it carefully.

Which of the expressions below is correctly set up to convert
6,640 cm to kilometers? Refer to your notebook for the conversion figures.

(16)

A
6,640 cm x 100 cm/m

1,000 m/km

B
6,640 cm x 1,000 m/km

100 cm/m

6,640 cm
C 1,000 m/km x 100 cm/m



1

YOUR ANSWER --- B

. You are correct. Since there are 60 sec/min and 60 min/hr, the
number of sec/hr can be immediately obtained by multiplication. Thus:

60 sec/min x 60 min/11r = 3,600 sec/hr

Go on to page 41.

40
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Since the common time units are used every day, we shall assume
that you have the "feel" of the second and the minute. A time measurement
is generally used to answer one of two questions: (a) How long did it take?
(b) When did it occur?

The first question is answered by stating a time interval, for instance:
"The wheel takes 5 seconds to make one complete rotation." The second
question is answered by a statement such as: "The wheel reached its top
speed at 4:31 p.m."

We might use a stop watch for the first measurement, starting it
when the wheel is in some pre-selected position and stopping it when
the wheel has returned to exactly the same position after one rotation.
The stop watch measures the interval of time. For the second kind of
time measurement, we need an accurate clock that will read the exact
time of an event. Actually, however, the two measurements are much
the same in that the clock really tells you the interval between some
arbitrary starting time, like midnight of the day before, and the time of
the event you observe.

Which of the following statements is true?

(24)

A The interval betweeo noon and midnight on the same day is
12 hOurs.

B The interval between midnight on one day and midnight on the day
after is 12 hours.

C The interval from 1:0( p.m. on one day to 6:00 p.m. on the
same day is 6 hours.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

It is true that the definition is simple, but it certainly is not
rigorous. In physics, a rigorous definition is one that permits of only one
interpretation and excludes all others. This definition may be interpreted
in several ways. For example, just what does the word "quantity" mean?
Is it the space occupied by the body? Is it the weight of the body? Is it
the surface area of the body?

Since we can't be quite sure of what someone means by "quantity,"
we must conclude that a definition of mass which uses this word is not
rigorous.

Please return to page 77 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

43

Incorrect. The mass of the ball increases in the same ratio as
the weight.

New weight 30 oz 10
Ratio fo increase . Original weight 3 oz 1

Since the original mass was m, the new mass cannot be 30 m. What is .

the ratio of the final weight 30 oz to the original weight 3 oz?

Please return to page 26 and select the correct answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- B

You've moved the decimal point in the right direction but not far
enough. There are 265 km in 265,000 meters, but this question requires
you to fin& the number of km in 265,000 centimeters.

Watch those abbreviations!

Please return to page 9 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Figure 2

Line 1 is not the longest of the three. You made this mistake
because the lengths are so similar that your eye was deceived. The eye
is not precise enough for you to measure closely on the basis of visual
inspection.

Please return to page 71 and select another answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- A

46

You are crrect. Good work: You recognized that 5,280 feet must
be divided by 100 in order to obtain the number of feet in 1i100 of a mile.
That is:

5,280
100

s. 52,8 feet in 1iI00 of a mile,

Since the yard is 3 times as large as the foot, any given distance will
contain 1.i3 as many yards as it contains feet, Hence, to find the number of
gars in 1/100 of a mile, we divide 5208 by 3.

52.8
3

= I? ,6 yards in 1/100 of a mile.

Before continuing, first turn to page 110.

In 1791, the new government of-France created a more logical
system of weights and measures based upon decimal subdivisions. For

this new system, the French designated the basic unit of length called a
meter, to be one ten-millionth of the distance along the prime meridian
from the North Pole to the Equator. We can easily approximate the size
of the meter this way:

The circumference of the easth is roughly 24,000 miles, The

distance from Pole to Equator is 1/4 of this or 6,000 miles. Using 5,000
feet to the mile as an approximation, the number of feet between Pole
and Equator is about 30,000,000. If the meter is one ten-millionth of
this distance, then_how many feet must a metet contain?

(7)

A 3/10 feet

B 3 feet.

C 30 feet
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct. Codpleting the problem, we have:

0.025 km x 1,000 Okm x 100 cm/it = 2,500 cm

Let's see how Lhis kind of unit manipulation works out in a division
conversion such as changing 8,600 mm to meters. In this case, since
the meter is so much larger than the millimeter it will require far fewer
meters than millimeters to fill a given distance. Thus, division is
indicated:

8,600 mm
1,000 mm/m

Here we are making use of our knowledge that there are 1,000 mm in
each m. Of course, 8,600 divided by 1,000 is 8.6. This is the numerical
part of the answer. But what is the result of dividing the unit part of
the answer:

MM

mm/m

(15)

A 1/m.

B m.

C m/mm.

47



YOUR ANSWER --- A

This will not give you an answer in kilometers. To prove our point,
we need not use zhe numbers at all. All we need do is set up the units,

cm x cm/m
m/km

Using the reciprocal rule, invert the divisor and write:

cm x

Nothing camels. That in itself is a bad sign. Furthermore, when the
units are multiplied out we obtain cm2km/m2. This combination means
nothing. It certainly doesn't reduce to km, does it? Hence, the original
expression was wrong.

Please return to page 39, and then, before making another choice,
look over the units to see if any of them can be cancelled.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

This would be a poor way to write board measurements. The
carpenter has taken the trouble to write the unit for the width of the board
but has omitted the unit for the length. The board might by 3 yards long.
How can you tell if the unit is omitted? It is the duty of the person taking
the measurement to specify the unit he is using. A number without a unit
is "undressed" if this number represents a measurement.

Please return to page .91 and select another answer,
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

It is essential that you realize how important notes are to you
A notebook is your record of progress; you need it as a sourcebook
for future study. Unless you maintain it with scrupulous care it will
hinder rather than help. A poorly kept notebook can be a source of
misinformation.

NOTEBOOK CHECK errors may cost A number of unnecessary
wrong-answer counts because you may be offered 5 or more choices as
answers. If you guess at answers because of lack of precision in note-
taking, you may guess wrong often before arriving at the right response.
By copying the notes with exactness, you will irwvitably raise your trial
score considerably.

You should take time now to check your notebook entry. Go on to
page 93.
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NOTE

This page has been inserted to maintain continuity

of 'text materials You will find a number of such

pages at necessary intervals throughout the course,

Such pages do not convey lesson information and

should be ignored by the student.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You can't find the correct interval merely by counting hours as read
on the clock- In this case, if you count. 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00,
3:00 you come out with 6 time-readings. But this is not the interval.
Count the individual intervals between each time-reading and the next,
and add these intervals.

Please return to page 83 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You've got it backwards: The mass of a body depends only upon the
quantity of matter it contains. Consider the mass as a tightly sealed
package of atoms and molecules. If you move this pacakge from the Earth
to Venus or Jupiter, do you change the number, kind or arrangement of
these atoms? Of course you don't.

If, however, you carry the package to another planet what are the
chances, that this planet would exert exactly the same gravitational pull
on the'objectl Very, very small indeed: Unless it were a twin of the
Earth, the gravitational pull would be very different.

Please return to page 37 and select another answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are corre, Since 1 kg weighs 2,2 lbs, we know that. 6,6 kg
will weigh (,6 times more than 2.2 lbs, That is, the problem calls for
multiplication. From out methods of manipulating units we know that
the expression "1 kg weighs 2,2-lbs," might be written in shorthand as
"2.2 lbsfkg" which really means that there are 22 lbs of weight per kg of
mass. Then we can write out the multiplication of 6,6 x 2,2 this way:

2.2 lbs/kg x 6.6 Ivr. 14.52 lbs

The second item in Notebook Entry 3 is "454 g weigh 1 lb." Let's
see how this conversion factor is obtained, There are 1,000 g per kg
or 1,000 gfkg, and there are 2.2 lbs per kg of 2,2 lbs/kg. Now let us
divide 1,000 g/kg by 2,2 lbs/kg.

1,000 g/kg _ 1,000 g/kg x 1/2.2 k/lbs
2.2 lbs/kg

1,000 & 454 gabs
2,2 lbs

All right? Then how many grams of mass are required to produce
a weight of 10 lbs?

(31)

A 4,540 g,

13 45 4 g.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This answer is not acceptable. If a watch does not keep good
time, it generally haS a consistent error. That is, it runs either too
fast or too slowly. If the error is very slight, it might not be noticeable
in a 10-second run, but in a 60-second run the chances are much better
for the error to appear in the result, Actually, any small error in an
ordinary watch over an interval of either 10 seconds or .60 seconds would
be very difficult to .spot.

Please return to page 62 and select an3ther answer.
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YOUR ANSWER ---

You multiplied 18.25 m by 10, which shows that you think there are
10 cm in one meter. A glance at your notebook will tell you there are

100 cm per m. To convert from meters to centimeters you must multiply
by 100, not by 10.

-Please return to page 106 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct. Keep up the good work. Your notebook is of great
importance to you; its value depends on the care you exercise in taking
notes.

We shall work now on conversions from meters to feet, and vice
versa.

Let us first determine the number of feet in a meter to a greater
precision than we did before. You already know that there are about 3 feet
in one meter, To find a more precise value, we sall use the fact that
there are 39.37 inches in one meter. Also, since there are 12 inches in
one foot, we can set up the conversion this way:

39.37 in/m
= 39.37,i-ram x 1/12 ft/jerf12 in/ft

Step 1 Step 2

In Step 1, since there are fewer feet per meter than there are inches
per meter, we know that division is indicated. To straighten out our units,
we then rewrite the expression in the reciprocal form as in Step 2.
Then the "inch" units cancel, and we are left with feet per meter or ft/m.

Now perform the necessary arithmetic. How many feet are there
in one meter? (Carry out the answer to three decimal places; then
round off to two in the usual way.)

(20)

A 3.2.8 feet.

13 3.26 feet.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are corlect.

Review the solutions below. If you made one or more errors in
answer selections, be certain that you track down the reasons for the
error. This is very important.

Group 1: -kg x 1,000 gilts- = 2,200 g

50 ,g x 1/1,000 kg/g-= 0.05 kg

2,270 cs k -1/454 1.b/s- = 5 lbs

Group 2: 100 erg- x: 1/1,00 g/mg = 0.1 g

10,000 411K x 1 /1,000,000 g4pg = 0.01 g

4.3 kg x 2.2 Ms/kg = 9.46 lbs

This is correct.

This is correc.

Not 50 lbs, as given in
the example.

This is correct<

This is correct.

This is correct; hence
the entire group is
correct.

Group 3: 7,500 x 1/1,000 kgLg-= 7.5. kg . Not 75 kg as given in
the example.

1.37 g x 1,000 mg/A-= 1,370 mg This is correct.

150 kg x 2,2 lbs/kg = 330 lbs Not 3,300 lbs as given
in the exampi

Please go on to page 59.



Before continuing, please turn to page 114/..

Before conlcuding this lesson on Measurement and Unit Systems,
make a few measurements for practice's Using your centimeter scale,
measure the diameter of the face of a U. S. dime. To insure accuracy,
follow these two rules: (1) start from the 1 cm mark or the 10 cm mark,
not the rounded, usually inaccurate end of the scale. (2) Hold the ruler
on edge against t.h2 flat surface (see figure 5). This reduces'a possible

error due to parallax, because of thickness
of the scale, an effect that is easy to
demonstrate. You can hold two pencils
vertically in line with each other, about 8

mm* 1.,...t.I.,-U.4.24-k,:,4.1.1.-1 Li]
inches apart, one behind the other. Close
one eye and squint with the other at the
two pencils, placing your head in a position

L such that the front pencil hides the rear
1,.. 11.6,....t- t /-41 one Ready? Now tilt your head to the

MI, right slightly, noting that the closer pencil
seems to move to the left, exposing the

Figure 5. farther pencil to view. Repeat by moving
your head to the left. Since a scale has

thickness, if you lay it flat on the dime, any movement of the head out of
line will cause this apparent parallactic shift between the surface of the
dime and the scale markings. Placing the scale on edge reduces the parallactic
distance.

Now write the diameter of the dime to the nearest whole millimeter,
and then please turn to page 60.

(Use scrap paper; these are not notebook entries,)
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Your written measurement should read: "The diameter of a U. Si
dime is approximately 1.8 cm or 18 mm." If it doesn't, you need to be
-more careful.

Now measure the diameter of a U. S. quarter. Write the measured
diameter in two ways: (1) in centimeters to the nearest 0,1 tm and
(2) ir millimeters to the nearest millimeter.

Please go on to page 61,
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Your measurements should be:

(1) 2,4 cm

(2) 24 mm

Next, measure the length of a U. S. dollar bill in centimeters to
the nearest 0.1 cm, and in millimeters to the nearest millimeter, Write
down both figures.

Determine the width of the same bill in centimeters to the nearest
0.1 cm and in millimeters to the nearest millimeter. Write down the
result.

To check your accuracy, please go on to page 62.
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Your measurements should be:

Length -- 15.5 cm or 155 mm,

Width --- 6,6 cm of 66 mm.

Let's try a simple experiment in timing. For this you need a
timepiece with a second hand. Find your pulse on either wrist. The
best place to detect it is in the region of the wrist immediately below
the thumb section of the palm. When you have located your pulse, count
the number of pulse beats in 60 seconds and note the figure. Then repeat
the procedure, this time counting the number of pulse beats in 10 seconds.
Write the figure, then multiply it by 6. If both measurements were
perfect (which they won't be), then the number of pulse beats in 60 seconds
should be exactly equal to the number of beats in 10 seconds multiplied
by 6. Which of the following answers best accounts for any discrepancy
you may have obtained?

(33)

A The accuracy of the watch is better over a longer period of time:

B Since you are not measuring fractions of beats, any fractional
error made in the 10second count will be multiplied by 6

C The accuracy of your count is better over a longer period of
time.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

There is a correct group Check over all the examples to find the
group (or groups) that are entirely correct. You'll find the errors if you
try hard enough,

Please return to page 85 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

If one meter contains about 3 feet, then a man 6 meters tall would
be 18 feet tall. This is a rather unlikely size, : 't it?

Please return to page 107 and select anot.her answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct. Very good.

Let us omit the numbers and work with the units only.

cm cm
IA cm cm

km x VI km

In this step, we simplified the denominator by cancelling one "m"
against another. Applying the reciprocal rule, this becomes:

_err x kmiatrr = km

Now we see immediately that the operation give us the correct
units.- Of course, arriving at the right answer will depend upon correct
arithmetic operations as well as upon correct handling of units.

What fraction of a kilometer is equivalent to 6,640 cm?

(17)

A 0.0664.

B 0.00664.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. Cancellation is like this:

kgm x (pt /sec x m/sec)

pl

We've given quite a bit of time to length units and their
manipulation. The time was well-spent, however, because we will be
encountering conversions of units throughout our work in physics. Once
you have developed a facility with units, you have taken a giant step in
problem-solving techniques, Right now you probably feel as though you
could use much more practice, but, as you will see, your facility will
grow with the practice you get as we cover new topics. So for now, we
will dispense with further work on unit: manipulation exercises.

It is time for a noteb -7ok check. Whenever such a check is called
for, refer to the appropriate item in your notebook to obtain the right
answer to the check question or questions.

NOTEBOOK CHECK

Which of the following conversion groups is entirely correct?

(19)

1 meter (m) = 39.37 in
A 1 inch (in) = 2.54 cm

1 mile (mi) = 0,61 km

1 m = 39.37 in
B 1 cm = 2.54 in

1 mi = 1.61 km

I. m =.39.37 in

C 1 in = 2.54 cm
1 mi = 1.61 km

66
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

You are correct. Here they are all worked out:

Group 1 Group 2

8 vi x 39.37 in/ui = 314.96 in 36 ler x 2.54 cm/Jar= 91.44 cm

25.4 etrx 1/2.54 ini,cor= 10 in 49.2 1-t'x 1/3.28 = 15 m

20 mt x 3.28 ft/pe= 65.6 ft 10.0 mrx 3.28 ft /sir= 32.8 ft

Group 3

80.5 karf x 1/1.61 mi/lar= 50 mi

10 yd's x 3 fit' /43d' 1/3.28 m/kt" = 9.15 m

16 km x 1,000 m/km = 16,000 m

Please go on to page 68.

67
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At this time we shall leave length units for a while and briefly
discuss the common units used to measure time. Since these units are
exactly the same in both the metric and English systems, there is nothing
new to learn, You are quite familiar with seconds, minutes, .hours, days,
weeks, months, years, and centuries

Before continuing, please turn to page i12.

We'll start with the day. We shah use the so-called mean solar
day (mean st.ands for average). This is the time inteival between high
noon on one day and high noon on the next day, The mean solar day
contains 24 mean solar hours; the hour contains 60 means solar minutes;
and the minute contains 60 mean solar seconds. For brevity, we omit
the "mean solar" part of each or these,

How many seconds are there in one hour?

(23)

A 60 seconds

B ,3,600:seconds.

C 86,400 seconds.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Let's see what confused you. You started with 18.25 meters. The
meter is a large unit compared to the centimeter. Hence, you will need
many more centimeters to fill a certain length than there were meters
ori3inally. True enough, there are 100 cm per m; but you divided 18.25
by 100 to obtain 0,1825. Notice that you ended up with fewer rather than
more centimeters, Can you now see your error?

Please return to page 106 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER C

You are correct. The centimeter is a small unit compared to the
meter, so there will be 100 times as many centimeters as there ate
meters in a given length. Thus, 18.25 m x 100 cm/m = 1,825 cm.

To give yourself some practice with metric length units and to
evaluate your understanding thus far, examine the following groups of
metric conversions. Only one of these three groups contains three
correct. statements. Which group is completely correct?

87 5 m = 8,750 cm
A 4,700 m = 4,7 km

608 m = 680 mm

1,800 mm = 1.8 in
B 305 km = 3,500 m

64,8 cm = 648 mm

36.6 cm = 366 mm
C 1,650 mm = 16,5 m

165 km = 165,000 m
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Figure 1

You are correct, The difference between the lengths of line 1 and
line 2 is so much that you can easily tell by visual inspection, that line 2
is longer than line 1.

Now compare the lengths of the three lines in the diagram below.

(2)

A Line 1 is the longest.

B Line 2 is the longest.

C Line 3 is the longest.

Figure 2

D I cannot tell which is the
longest without using a ruler
or scale.



YOU ANSWER B

You are correct. This group contains no.errots.

1,800 mm
-

1,000 mm/m
1,8 m

3.5 km x 1,000 m/km = 3,500 m

64.8 cm x 10 mm/cm = 648 mm

You have probably noticed that we have been including the unit
abbreviations in out conversion calculations. Consider this example:
Convert 4.7 km to meters.

4:,7 km x 1,000 m/km = ???

Units may be handled just like numbers, in that they may be
multiplied, divided, and cancelled in the same way.

In this example, what would you do with the units "km"?

(12)

A Cancel then,

B Multiply them.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

This does not reduce to kilometers. The easiest way to prove this
expression incorrect is to use the units without the numbers.

cm x m/km
cm/M

The reciprocal rule tells us co invert the denominator and then
multiply. So:

cm x m/km x m% cm

One "cm" cancels another "cm" and we are left with m2/km. The answer
cannot be reduced any further. Hence we have not converted from
centimeters to kilometers as called for in the problem.

Please return to page 39 and look over the units again to find
the correct expression.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C.

Perhaps you think that mote items in the final unit would be unduly
complicated. Or maybe you just cancelled the "m" below the line against
the "m" above the line and forgot that the fraction misec is squared. Try
writing out the equatl,n in full and then cancelling.

Please return to page 15 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Not quite. To obtain the correct interval, visualize the clock
face and note that the hour hand moves this way:

1:00 to 2:00 p.m. ---- 1 hour
2:00 to 3:00 p.m. ---- 1 hour
3:00 to 4:00 p.m. ---- 1 hour
4:00 to 5:00 p.m. ---- 1 hour
5:00 to 6:00 p.m. ---- 1 hour

Total 5 hours

Thus, in a case like this, the interval can be obtained by subtracting
the earlier time from the later one.

Please return to page 41 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER B

You are correct. The yard, inch, and tatlwm (6 feet) are all length
units. The acre, however:, 4s not a length unit )t is a measure of area
and contains roughly 43,560 square feet._

The units of length mentioned thut; far are English System units.
The English System is used in the United. States by the carpet layer, the
3ulveyot, and by most. engineers. But it is awkward since tedious
calculations are needed to convert from large to small units and
vice versa.

For example, there are 5,280 feet in one mile and 3 feet in one yard..
Using these figures, determine the number of yards in 11100 of a mile.

(6)

A 17 6 yards.

B 158 yards.

C 176 yards.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct. When in doubt about time intervals of this nature
write them out like this:

1 hour

12
/

1 hour

1 hour

3/
hour

Total 5 hours

There will be much use for time units and time intervals in
subsequent work, but now let us go on to the next basic quantity for which
there are both English and Metric units: mass. Earlier we tentatively
defined mass as the quantity of matter in a body. How did we then qualify
this definition?

(26)

A We said that this definition was too vague.

B We said that this definition was incorrect.

C We said that this definition was simple and rigorous.

7 7



YOUR ANSWER B

You are correct So long as you don't disturb the total quantity
of matter in an object, you can heat it, squeeze it, alter it, shape, or
move it anywhere you like without changing its mass. To describe this,
we say that mass is a constant quantity. Heating, squeezing, or changing
the shape of an object doesn't usually change the weight either, but
moving it to a new location may definitely do so, Weight is therefore
variable since it depends on gravitational pull as well as on mass.

Consider for a moment the English system of weights We measure
-weight by means of units such as the ounce, the pound, and the ton,
THESE ARE NOT UNITS OF MASS, The basic unit of mass is a slug in
the English system, but this unit is sd cumbersome and difficult to use
that we ask you to forget it at once. We mention it only because you may
run into it in your outside reading,

The metric system is used in most scientific work throughout the
world, In this system, the basic unit of mass is the gram (g). A gram
is the mass of a cubic centimeter of water--and that can be found
anywhere.. Other metric units of mass are shown below.

NOTEBOOK ENTRY

2 Table of Metric Masses

1 kilogram (kg) = 1,000 grams (g)
1 gram (g) = 1,000 milligrams (mg)
1 gram (g) = 1,000,000 microi.,:ams (Jag)

Please go on to pane 19.
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Obviously, the unit representing the largest mass is the kilogram
(kg) and the unit representing the smallest mass is the microgram (^ug).
(The symbol IV' is the Greek letter mu which, in this connection, means
one one-millionth ot.) Thus, one microgram hip,) is one one-millionth of

a gram. A metric ton is 1,000 kilograms.

So that you can get some notion of the weight of . kilogram, Teter

to Figure 4 Here we show a pan haiance of the type you have seen used

k G 2.iL7s
1n general science and in the drug

1

store, On the lett pan, we have placed a
ttass of 1 kilogram. If we now add
2,2 lbs of weight to the right pan, we
find that perfect balance is obtained.

r Therefore, we can say that a mass of
1 kilogram weighs 2.2 lbs. In Europe mass
"weights" are used in commerce, but the

Figure 4 size cf mass units is such that in
scientific work, the gram and its

multiples are units of MASS. On a pan balance, the equality mentioned
above always holds, but with spring scales, where weight depends on gravity,
it is not always true, as on the Moon. There a 1 kg mass would weigh only
about 7 ozs if weighed on spring scales.

NOTEBOOK ENTM

3. Mass Conversion Factor

1 kg of mass weighs 2.2 lbs
454 g of mass weigh 1.0 lb

Using the table, determine the weight in pounds of 6.6 kg.

(30)

A 14.52 lbs.

B 3 lbs.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

We are not going to tr,i) you why the selection you made is wrong-

You must do all problems cc t certain of the right answer.

Please return to page 38 and select another answer
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YOUR ANSWER C

Let's review these ideas. The mass of a body is defined tentatively
as the amount of matter in the body. Actually, the weight of a body in a
given location depends upon the mass of the body. That is, Weight is a
measure of the force of gravitation that acts on the matter in an object.
You weigh more than your briefcase because you have more matter in
your body and the Earth's gravity therefore pulls you downward with a
greater force. If your body happens to contain exactly twice as much
matter as your briefcase, then the Earth will pull on you twice as hard
as on your briefcase, and therefore you.will weigh twice as much as
the briefcase.

Suppose a boy weighs 140 lbs and his small brother weighs 70 lbs.
The ratio of their weights is 140/70 or 2 to 1 From what we have said,
the ratio of their masses would also be 2 to 1 (or 2:1). This is exactly
what is meant by a direct proportion., If a is directly proportional to b,
then if we double b, a must double; if we triple b, then a must triple; if
we quadruple b then a must quadruple; and so on.

Returning to our problem now, we find that the original mass was
m, and the total mass after loading was 4m. The ratio of final mass to
original mass is 4m/m or 4:1. Hence, the ratio of-final weight to original
weight must also be 4:1,.

Please return to page 98 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

We are not going to tell yOu why the selection you made is incorrect
You must do all problems to be certain of selecting the correct answeL.

Please return to page 38 and select another answer.
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. YOUR ANSWER --- A

You ate correct. The hour moves over 12 one-hour intervals in
passing from 12:00 noon to 12:00 midnight on the same day.

What is the interval between 10:00 a.m. and 3 p.m. on the same day?

(25)

A 7 hours.

B 6 hours,

C 5 hours

83
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

The difference in lengths of the two lines is so obvious that,
in choosing line I as the longer or the two lines you may have made an
error. .

Please return to page 4 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct. You probably arrived at the right answer by simple
logic.. If you wanted to write out the solution showing the unit relationships,
you could do it this way:

10 lbs x 454 g/lbs = 4,540 g.

All of Cie problems given below should be done carefully. The
practicing you do is necessary to develop ease in handling units and
conversions.

Do each of the problems in each of the groups; then select the
correct answer below.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

2.2 kg = 2,200 g 100 mg = 0.1 g 7,500 g = 75 kg
50 g = 0.05 kg 10,000 pg = 0.01 g 1.37 g = 1,370 mg
2,270 g = 50 lbs 4.3 kg = 9.46 lbs 150 kg = 3,300 lbs

Which of the following statements is true?

(32)

A Group 1 is entirely correct.

B Groups 2 and 3 are both entirely correct.

C Group 2 is entirely correct.

D None of the groups is entirely correct.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You had the right idea, but since the distance between the North
Pole and the Equator along the prime meridian is roughly 30,000,000
feet, the meter is one ten-millionth of this distance, Therefore, to find
the number of feet one meter, you must divide 30,000,000 by 10,000,000.
Your answer indicates that you divided by 100,000,000 making your result
1/10 as large as it should be,,

Please return to page 46 and select anothet answer
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

First of all, this answer has very little meaning when you stop to
think it over. As long as you don't become fatigued, you can maintain the
same counting accuracy over various intervals of time.

Carried to an extreme, an answer opposite to the one you selected
would be substantially more appropriate. For example, suppose you were
handed a small pot containing ping-pong balls and were asked to count
them. Say you count a total of 37 balls in the pot. Now imagine that you
are asked to count the ping-pong balls in a bathtub. Since you will be
counting over a much longer period oftime, your chance for error becomes
greater due to fatigue, carelessness, etc.

/--\
Please return to page 62 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You seem to have inverted your units. There are 1,000 metets in
1 kilometer, not the other way around. It you multiplied out your units,
you would.get something like this:

0.025 km x 1,000 km/m x 100 cmim

0.025 x 1,000 x 100 km x km /m x cm =

2,500 (km)
2cmi(m)2

This is really seat- contradictory.

Please return to page a7 and select another answer:
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

You cancelled very enthusiastically; but you missed a little "2."
The fraction inside the parenthesis, m/sec, is squared. Try writing out
the equation in full and then cancelling.

a
Pleasipteturn to page i5 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct. 39.32 divided by i2 rounds out to 3.28. Add as
your fourth item under "Conversions" in your notebook, "1 meter (m)
= 3.28 it,"

Now suppose we tackle the following problem. In this country, one
of our track events is the 100-yard dash; in France, they run the
100 -meter dash. Which is the greater distance?

There are several ways to handle this. As you look at your
conversion chart, you will notice that the relationship "1 meter (m) =
3 28 ft" is the most useful here. We can write:

1 yard = 3 ft, so 100 yards = 300 feet

and 1 m = 3.28 ft, so 100 m = 328 feet

&early, the 100-meter dash is a somewhat longer run than the 100-yard

Now try on your own. The-speed limit on the New York Thruway is
60 miles per hour. If you were driving-a foreign car whose speedometer
read "kilometers per hour," what would the speedometer read when you
were tral4ling at the speed limit?

(21)

A J7.2 km/ hr.

B 96.6 km/hr<

C 96.6 mi/hr
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct:. The lengths of the lines are identical. The scale
was not "fooled" by the presence of the converging and diverging short
lines at the ends of each of the long ones. Here again we see the we
cannot rely upon our senses for precise information about distances '1r
lengths

Every true measurement consists of two distinct parts. First, it
contains a number that tells you how much you have of what you are
measurimg. Second, it contains a unit or a standard of the particular
dimension being measured. The width of a sheet of typing paper is 815
inches. in this measurem -nt, "81/2" is the number and the inch is the
unit or standard of length. A bag of sugar weighs 5 pounds; here "5" is
the number and the pound (lb,) is the unit or standard of weight.

A piece of board is being measured by a carpenter. He writes down
its length and width. /hich of the following would you expect to see if
he wrote the measurements properly?

(4)

A The board is 3 feet long and 6 inches wide.

B The length of the board is 3; its width is 6 inches.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

It is essential that you realize how important notes are to you.
A notebook is your record of progress; you need it as a sourcebook
for future study, Unless you maintain it with scrupulous care it will
hinder rather than help,. A poorly kept notebook can be a source of
misinformation.

NOTEBOOK CHECK errors may cost a number of unnecessary
wrong-answer.counts because you may be offered 5 or more choices as
answers. It you guess at answers because of lack of precision in note-
taking, you may guess wrong often before' arriving at the right response.
By copying the notes with exactness, you will inevitably raise your final
score considerably.

You should take tine now to check your notebook entry. Go on to
page 93.
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Table of Metric Lengths

1 kilometer (km) = 1,000 meters (m)
1 meter = standard of length
1 decimeter (dm) = 0.1 meter
1 centimeter (cm) = 0.01 meter
1 millimeter (mm) = 0.001 meter

Conversions

1 meter (m) = 39.37 inches
1 inch (in) = 2.54 cm
1 mile (mi) = 1.61 km

If you are certain that your notebook is. correct, then please
return to page 66 and select another answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- B

One of these groups contains an error. Work through the examples

cif Groups 2 and 3 once. again You'll find the errors.

Please return to page 85 and select another answer,
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Are you sure? The hour hand of a clock starting at 12:00 midnight
on a given day will move through 12 hours before it again arrives at
12:00 o'clock. But this second 12:00 o'clock reading represents noon
of the following day. In order to arrive at 12:00 midnight of the next
day, the hour and must move through a 12-hour interval once again,
making a total of 24 hours between midnight one day and midnight the
next day.

Please nn:urn to page 41 and select another answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- B

Figure 2

Line 2 is not the longest of the three. You made this mistake
because the lengths are so similar that your eye was deceived. The eye
is not precise enough for you to measure closely on the basis of visual
inspection

Please retuzn to page 7t and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER A

Remember the rules. The mass o! a body depends only upon the
quantity of matter it contains. Consi. ar the mass as a tightly sealed
package of atoms and molecules. If you move this package from the
Earth to Mars or Venus, do you change the number, kind, or arrangement
of these atoms? Of course not

On the other hand, if you carry the rackage to another planet,
would the gravitational pull of that planet be the same as the Earth's
original pull? Unless the new planet had the same mass as Earth the
pull would certainly be different.

.Thus, your answer is only-half-right, You should now recognize
your error.

Please return to page 37 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct, We can show it this way:

Ratio of increase
New weight 30 oz s i0

Original weight 3 oz 1

1,1

To strengthen your understanding of the relationship between mass
and weight, try another problem.

A small cart has a mass m and weighs 2 pounds (lbs). We new load
the cart with three additional masses, each equal to m. What will the
loaded cart weigh?

t28)

A 6 lbs.

B 81bs.

C I'm not sure I understand this relationship.
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YUUR ANSWER --- A

We are not going to tell you why your selection is not right. You
must do all problems to select the correct answer.

Please return to page 38 and select another answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- B

One meter contains about 3 feet- A man who is 3 metes tall wouldbe 9 feet tall Even a very tail. man seldom reaches these proportions

Please return to page 10? and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Did you subtract 3:00 from 10:00 to get this answer? If you did,
you're not giving enough thought to the actual situation. You aren't
connecting the hours properly. An interval cannot always be obtained
by subtracting a later time reading from an earlier one.

Please return to page 83 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This isn't bad; but you did forget that both terms of the traction
m sec are squared. Try writing out the equation in full and then Cabe:ening

Please return to page 15 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Let's, see why you figured it that way. When 6,640 is divided first
by 1,000 ant then 100, the combined divisor is 100,000. Hence, the
decimal point must be moved 5 places to the left. How many places did you
move it?.

Please return to page 65 and select another answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- A

:OA

An example using simple numerical crantities will show you the
trouble, In the division mm you are being asked to divide a whole

minim

number (mm) by a fraction (mm/m). Let us say that the whole number for
our illustration will be 12 and that the fractional divisor is to be 3/4,
Hence, the operation to be performed is:

12

3/4

The rues of arithmetic tell us tbat i2 divided by 3/4 is the equivalent
of 12 multiplied by 43, In general, any division may be changed to a
multiplication by using the reciprocal of the divisor as the multiplier.
Here are some examples:

213 3
may be written 18 x 3/2 which equals 27.

81
may be written as 81 x 5/9 which equals 45

9/5

ab
ib

may be written as ab x bra tyhich equals
a

2

In getting your answer, you did not follow this rule;. You cancelled
"mm" against "mm," then figured the answer as lim.

Please return to page 47 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

105

There is an error in the second problem.

1,650 mm
= 1.65 m

1,000 minim

This does not correspond with the answer to this problem given in the
group above. Since 1 m contains 1,000 mm, wemust divide 1,650 by 1,000.
The wrong answer above is the result of erroneously dividing 1,650 by 100.

Please return to page 70 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You ate correct. The best way to handle this is to convert the
265,000 cm to meters as a first step. That is, since there ate 100 cm
per m, 265,000 cm = 2,650 m, Next, to convert 2,650 m to kilcmeters,
divide by 1,000 since there ate 1,000 m per km. Thus:

2,650 m
=2,650 m 1,000 m/km 2,65 km

Try another, When you convert 18025 m to centimeters, what do
you ger?

(10)

A 0.1825 cm.

B 182.5 cm.

C 1,825 cm.
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YOUR ANSWER - -- B

You are correct. One-fourth of the circumference of the earth is
roughly 6,000 miles. Assuming that there are approximately 5,000 feet
in a mile, then the distance from Pole to Equator is 6,000 x 5,000 =
30,000,000 feet. Taking 1/10,000,000 of this distance or
30,000,000/,0,000,000 we obtain 3 feet in one meter.

About how many meters tall would you say a good-sized man is?

(8)

A 6 meters.

B 3 meters.

C 2 meters.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

No. The unit that probably tripped you up was the rod. The rod is a
unit of length measure which is nearly obsolete in our times, but which
still appears in tables or measurements. The rod is approximately
161/2 feet in length. Since this length measure is of no value to the
scientist, you need not memorize its foot-equivalent,

Please return to page 27 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

There is an error in Group 1. Work through these examples once

more -- carefully. You'll find the error,

Please return to page 85 and select another answer.
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NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Art1,:u-ated Multimedia Pnysis

LessJh TaRlanInt 1
WORKSHEET

1. What scientist fIrst suggested the use of a spectral line
method for defining the standards meter?

A Albert 81nstein.
B Isaac Newtone'
C
D JCbert MiA7.he-son-
E Hobert Oppennelmel-o

2. The gas lised for the spectroscopic definition of the meter is

A argon.
B krypton
C neone
D -oxygen.
E he-.414m.

In what ocuntry-is, the platinum-iridium standard meter now.
stored?

A United States
B Ger ny.
C F. cee
D Swttzerlande
E Erb; ands

40 Whet optica .i. device is often used.to disperse light into.a
spectrum useful for-wavelength measurements':'

A A refraction grating
B An opacrle glass" triangle,
C A circular glass prism..
D. A motionless mirror.
E A triangular glass Prism-.

5. The terrestria1 method .used for defining the standard meter
has the shortcoming that

A it is almost impossible to phrase such a definition.
B the earth is too Large.
C the measurement is difficult toeeProduce accurately
b the earth. is not a perfect sphere..
E she standard meter is too small to use the earth as a

basis-fov defining it.

(Please return to page 46 of the Study Guide
and continue with the 1esson



NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Artic.,ulated Multimedia Physics

Lesson I

The reciprocal of 4.0

A 1011
B 0,1
C 10/2
D et01
E None of the above,

Tasraiiimpt 2

WORKSHEET

A reclprocal of any number may be defined as

A the humber divided by one,
B ten over the number,
C one tenth of the number,
D o e over the number,-
E t %ne c-f the aboVei;'

The reci -ocal -.0 the product xy is

A
B x/y.

C' y/X
D .Xy4
E. rone. of's the above

The rea p: oc>a of m2isec Is

Al; m2 x Sec.2

B' mtie:7;2

b above,

(Please ''e turn to.page 39 Of the Study Guide 'to
continue with.the lesPanY
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NEW YORK INSTITUTE uF TECHNOLOGY

Articulated Multimedia Physics

Tape Segment 3

WORKSHEET

10, How many seconds are there in the mean solar day?

A 60
B 89640

. C 869 400
D 860,400
E none of these is correct.

lie Which of the following statements about the earth is true?

A The time required for one rotation of the earth on its axis
is very slowly increasing°

The earth is a perfect sphere,

C Every solar year is the same length as every other solar
year

D The most precise way to define a unit of time. is to base
this unit on the steady rotation of the earth.

E There are 3,600 seconds in a mean solar year

12, The definition of the mean sOlar. second

A gives us a very precise time unit for the most exacting
scientific work.

B is in Common use by scientists all over the world.

C is now being replaced by .a time unit based on the vibra-
tions of subatomic particles.

D has a :Afferent length in different parts of the world.

None of these is correct

(Please return to page 68 of the Study Guide
to continue with the lesson)
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keticulated Multimedia. Physics

Lesson a. Tape Se

WORKSHEET

1° A stone on the surface of the moon

A has no weight,
B has aismall weight but no massy
C has a:small. Mass and a large weight°
D. has the same mass bUt a different weight.than on earth°
E none of the above is correct°

14, On the mcon9 a, 120 lb'boy would. weigh aboUt

A 120 lb°
B 20 .1b°
C 60 lb°
'D 140 113°
E .none of the above is :Correc

15° Which one of the following statements about mass and weight
is true?

A Ilass,and weight Are exactly the same things°
B Weight is defined-as .the.quantity of matter in a body°
C Mass is defined as the pull of gravity on-matter°
:1. The weight.of a .body Is Always One-sixth-of Its mass°
E .None of the alptve id.trube

(Please return. to page 26 of the Study Guide
to continue with the lesson)



NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Articulated Multimedia Physics

Lesson 1 laRSEtEatat-L..

WORKSHEET

16e Select the true statement:

A Parallax can never be eliminated.

B Parallax can be minlmized by using proper precautions.

C Parallax occurs only when the two-objects being sighted
are parallel to each other.

D Parallax cannot account for Instrument-reading errors.

E None of the above is true.

17. A student holds two pencils upright in positions such that
one hides the other when his eye is placed in a given position°
If he moves his head a few inches to. the right, then

A the pencil nearer him will appear to the*right of the other.

B the pencil nearer him will appear directly in front of the
other.

C the pencil nearer him will appear to the left of the other.

D the rear pencil will still not te visible,

E none of the above correctly describes what he will see.

18. In using a metal tape, a carpenter lays the tape flat on
the object being measured. His parallactic error will be
quite small, if any because

A' the tape is very thin.
B he doesnet need accurate measurements.
C the tape graduations are very precise.
D the tape divisions are accurately spaced,
E none of the above is the correct'explanation,

(Please return to page 59 of the Study Guide
to continue with the lesson)

PLEASE REWIND THE AUDIO -TAPE
BEFORE PROCEEDING



PROBLEM ASSIGNMENT

ArticuiatedNu=tinledia puslu

LESSON

Instructions: (1) All problems are to be fully solved on standard
size 8-1/2" x 11 " paper, ready to be submitted
to your. instructor when completed.

(2) Draw a rectangular box around
the accompanying unit to make

(3) Be sure each sheet you submit
name? your class designation,
fication number0

each answer and
the answer stand oute

carries your full
and your identi-

10 Convert 4.25.km to m0 (Always include. unit -with answer).

20 Convert 186,000 ml to km, (Donut forget final unit),

30 A box is 3 cm widen 4 cm long, and 2 cm high, Find (a) the area
of its base and (b) its volume: (D-Ohlt forget to include unit).

4. When 10 similar coins are dropped into a graduated cylinder,
the level Of the water in the cylinder rises from 51 ml to 75 ml,
(A thl is a milliliter, or 1 cubic centimeter)0. What is the aver-
age volume of each coin? (Donut forget units, No more reminders),

5, How many cm2 are there in 1 in2?

6, A circle.having a diameter of 10 cm Is cut out of a square
sheet.of paper'n cm on a aide, What is the area of the part
of the sheet that is left over?

A cubical box 1 ft on an edge is filled with water to a height
of 6 in. When a piece of iron is completely immersed in the
water, the level rises to 8 In, What is'the volume of the iron?

8, A coin has a radius of 1,0 cm and a thickness of 105 mm. What is
the volume of the coin?

90 A ball bearing has.a radius of 8 mm0 A second bearing has a rad-
ius of 2 mm, If they are made of the same kind of steel, what
must be the ratio of the volume of the larger bearing to the
volume of the smaller bearing?


